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QUOTIENTS OF C" - {0} BY DIAGONAL C*-ACTIONS

KUNIO TAKIJIMA

Abstract. Let qt,..., qm be positive integers with (qx,.. ., q^) — 1 and p:

C'xC-» C, p(t, z„ ..., zm) - (flzx,..., f*"zm) the diagonal C*-action on

C". Then the orbit space C - {0}/C* is a normal analytic space. In this paper,

we   shall   show   that   C" — {0}/C*   has   only   rational   singularities   and,   if

S(qx.qm) < m - 3 and m > 3, C" - {0}/C* is rigid, where oXqt, ...,qj)i»

the positive integer defined by qx,..., qm.

1. Introduction. Let M be a complex manifold and G a complex Lie transforma-

tion group whose action is proper on M. Then the quotient space M/G has only

rational singularities and if codim S(M/G) > 3, M/G is rigid, where S(M/G) is

the set of all singular points of M/G [8, Theorem 1].

Let qx,. . . ,qm be positive integers with (qx, . . ., qm) = 1 and p: C* X C"->

C", p(r, *i,..., zm) = (r?1z„ .. ., r*"zm) the diagonal C*-action on C". Then the

quotient space C" — {0}/C* is a normal analytic space. In fact it is realized in

complex projective space (G. Edmunds [2]). We put

q, = (qx, ...,q¡,..., qm),        q¡ = qjqx • • • qt • • • &,

and

ô(qx,...,qm) = Max{ô;(q'ii,...,q'i)*l}.

In this paper, we shall show the following

Theorem. C" — {0}/C* has only rational singularities. Moreover if8(qx, .. ., qm)

<m-3andm>3,Cr- {0}/C* is rigid.

2. The proof of Theorem. We shall give some definitions. Let (X, 6X) be an

analytic space and it: (X, ©¿) -» (X, 6X) a resolution of singularities of X. Then

x G A" is called a rational singularity if (R'irm&x)x = 0 for any i > 0 (cf. [1]). And

x G X is called a rigid singularity if any local flat deformation of (X, x) is locally

trivial (cf. [7]).

Let M be a complex manifold and G a complex Lie transformation group on M.

Then G is called proper on M if the graph mapping ^: G X M -> M X M,

*(£, x) = (x, gx) is proper (cf. [3]).

Let n, px,..., pm be positive integers with (n,px.pm) = 1, n > 2, and G a

finite cyclic group generated by g, acting on C" as follows:

g(zx, ...,zm) = (epyzx,..., e*-zj,
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where e*' = exp(2irV^-l p¡/n) (i = I, . . ., m). Then the quotient space d"/G is a

normal analytic space and we call it the cyclic quotient of type («;/?„..., pm).

f G GL(m, C) is called a reflection if/is order finite and codim F(f) = 1, where

F(f)={zGC";f(z) = z}.
We shall show the following

Lemma. The following three conditions are equivalent.

(1) Cm/G is nonsingular.

(2) G is generated by reflections.

(3) n = IITLiÄ, where p, = (n,px, . . . ,p¡,... ,pm) (i = 1,

Proof. (1) <=> (2) is well known (cf. [5]).

(3)=>(2). From n = n™_iÄ > 2, we may assume thatp¡,

others are equal to 1. Let

m).

,p. ^ I and the

Si, =

1

epj (j=l,...,k)

1

be the diagonal matrix with eg'j as (/,, /,)-element and G, be the group generated by

the reflection g,. Then

gij = gn'~p>>

and so  G,   is a subgroup of  G  (j = I, . . . , k). We have ord(G) = n  from

(n,/>i, • • • ,Pm) = 1 and ord(Gp = ptj from (/^,pIy) = 1. Thus

k

ord(G) = u   ord(Gj.
7-1

Since (p¡,p¡) = 1 (j ^/)> G must be generated by g(, . . ., g/t. So (3) implies (2).

(2) =* (3). If all p, are equal to 1, G has no reflection. Thus we may also assume

that/^, ..., p, # 1 and the others are equal to 1. The above argument shows that

G contains the subgroup generated by reflections g,-,.. ., g,. We show that G has

no other reflection. If there exist i, r such that

gr =

1

„Pi'
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is a reflection, it is enough to show that r is a multiple of n/p¡. Since

P\r, ■ ■ ■ ,Pi-Vr,pi+xr, ...,pmr are multiples of n, (/>„ . .. ,/>,_„/>,+,, . . . ,pm)r is

a multiple of n. Hencep¡r is a multiple of n and so r is a multiple of n/p¡. Therefore

G is generated by g,y . . . ,g¡t. From (p^p^) = 1 (j ¥=j'), we have ord(G) =

IJ*_ lord(Gi). Thus « = D?.,/,.   Q.E.D.
Remark. The topological statement between (1) and (3) is proved by W.

Neumann [4].

Now we can prove Theorem by the technique of R. Randell [6]. Since qx, . . ., qm

are positive, the C*-action p: C* X C" -> C", p(t, z„ . . ., zm) - (t"'zx, . . ., /*-zm)

is proper on C". Therefore Cm — {0}/C* has only rational singularities by Theo-

rem 1 [8].

For any x = (x,, . . ., xm) EC" — {0}, we may assume that x,.xs ¥•

0, xÄ+1 = . . . = xm = 0. The isotropy group (C*)x = (f G C*; x = p(t, x)} is the

cyclic group Zn = [t; t" = I}, where « = (qx, . . ., qs). Since the C*-action is

proper on C", by H. Holmann [3] there exist an open connected neighborhood U

of x and a submanif old N cz U such that

(l)xGAi,

(2) U/C* « JV/(C*)X.
Here we may take AT = {z, = x,} and (C*)x acts on TV as follows:

p':(C*)xX N^N,

p'(t, z2,. . . , zs, zs+1, . . ., zm) = (z2, ...,zs, t">"zs+x,..., f~Zm).

Thus N/(C*)X is a product of C5-1 and the cyclic quotient of type

(n; qs+,,..., qm).  By  Lemma,  N/(C*)X  is  nonsingular  if  and  only  if  n =

?8+l •••%»■   Fr0m   (?1> •••.%)= «S+l •   •  • 9m(?í. • • • « aéy   " " ÍÍ+I •  •  • ?m   is

equivalent to (<7Í,..., qj) » 1. We have

dim S(C" - (0}/C*) = Max{-1, S(qx, . . ., qm) - 1}

by the definition of 8(qx, . .., qm) (cf. [6]). Therefore if 5(ç„ . .., qm) K m — 3 and

w > 3, Cm - {0}/C* is nonsingular or codim S(C" - {0}/C*) > 3. Thus C" -

{0}/C* has only rigid singularities by Theorem 1 [8]. Q.E.D.

Remark. For m = 1, 2, C" — {0}/C* is nonsingular. And for m > 3, C" -

{0}/C* is not always rigid if 8(qx, . . ., qm) ̂  m — 3. Let qx = 2, q2 = q3 = 3.

Then qx = 3, q2 = q3 = 1 and ç', = 2, q2 = 93 = 1. So we have 8(qx, q2, q3) = 1.

Let x = (x1; 0, 0), x, *= 0. Then (C*)x = {t; t2 = 1} and N = {z, = x,}. Hence

N/(C*)X is the cyclic quotient of type (2; 3, 3) s (2; 1, 1) and N/(C*)X 2* [v2 -

uw = 0} c C3. Therefore C3 - {0}/C* is not rigid.
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